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Part 1 - Reference Genome

1. The need of a reference

2. Do you speak reference genomes?

3. Human reference genome build : a 3 

billion pieces puzzle

4. One given version, but so many flavors

5. Impact on data analysis



The need of a reference

Complexity +++
Use of a common 

standard

Comparing genome sequences



The need of a reference

Reference genome sequence should be:

Representative of the human population diversity

Each segment = most commonly observed across available individual genomes.

No one's genome, and hopefully everyone's.

The quick brown f ax jumped over the lazy dog e.

The quick _ fox jumps over the lazy dog e.

The quick brown fox jump s over the lazy brown dog.

REFERENCE : The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy doge.

Modified from https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/documentation/article?id=11011



Do you speak ` reference genomes ` ?

Reference genome construction



Do you speak ` reference genomes ` ?

Reference genome construction
Contigs : continuous stretches of sequence 
containing only A, C, G, or T bases without 
"physical" gaps. The order of bases is known to 
a high confidence level. 



Do you speak ` reference genomes ` ?

Reference genome construction

Scaffolds : created by chaining contigs 
together using additional information 
about the relative position and orientation 
of the contigs in the genome.



Do you speak ` reference genomes ` ?

Reference genome construction

Chromosome : when sufficient mapping 
information, multiple scaffolds can be 
joined together to form a chromosome

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/autosome


Do you speak ` reference genomes ` ?

Reference genome construction After chromosome assembly, some scaffolds remain.

These are specific cases:

Unlocalised scaffolds : 
associated with a 
specific chromosome 
but cannot be ordered 
or oriented.

Alternate Loci : 
representation of 
diverging haplotypes 
in regions that are too 
complex for a single 
representation

Unplaced scaffolds : 
not associated with 
any chromosome.



Top-level Assembly =

Do you speak ` reference genomes ` ?

Unlocalised scaffolds

Alternate Loci

Unplaced scaffolds

+

+

+

Assembled chromosomes

mitochondria



Human reference genome build : a 3 billion pieces puzzle



Human reference genome build : a 3 billion pieces puzzle



An assembly is never perfect, but in constant progress…

Patches = assembly updates, not disrupting the chromosome coordinates

Human reference genome build : a 3 billion pieces puzzle

FIX = error corrections 
(base changes, component 
replacements, ..)

NOVEL = addition of new 
alternate loci to the 
assembly



An assembly is never perfect, but in constant progress…

Patches release # Minor release

GRCh37.p1 => GRCh37.p2 => … GRCh37.p12 => GRCh37.p13

Genome assembly release # Major release

GRCh37 => GRCh38

Human reference genome build : a 3 billion pieces puzzle



One given version, but so many flavors

Flavor Source Name Unplaced 
contigs

Unlocalized 
contigs

Alternate 
loci Remarks

GRCH GRCh37
No canonical 

name
No canonical 

name

No 
canonical 

name

Maintained by 
Mitomap, 
distributed for 
convenience

UCSC GRCh37 hg19
chrUn_gl000

212

chr1_gl00019

1_random
chr6_apd_
hap1

NC_001807
(from build 36)

Chromosome 
names start by 
“chr”
PAR regions on 
chrY are hard 
masked 

Ensembl
GRCh37.

p13

Ensembl API 

release 75

Homo_sapiens.GR

Ch37.75.dna.prima

ry_assembly.fasta.

gz

GL000211.1 GL000191.1

NC_012920.1

Revised Cambridge 

Reference 

Sequence (rCRS)

Chromosome 
named "1" to 
"22", "X", "Y" 
and "MT"

1000 
genomes 
project

phase I & 
III

GRCh37. 

p2

hs37

g1k_v37

b37

human_g1k_v37.fas

ta.gz

GL000211.1 GL000191.1

NC_012920.1

Revised Cambridge 

Reference Sequence 

(rCRS)

"1" to "22", "X", 
"Y" and "MT"

Epstein-Barr
 virus

decoy
 sequencesmitochondria



One given version, but so many flavors

Flavor Source Name Unplaced 
contigs

Unlocalized 
contigs

Alternate 
loci Remarks

1000 
genomes 
project
phase II

GRCh37.

p4

hs37d5

b37+decoy

+herpes

hs37d5.fa.gz

GL000211.1 GL000191.1

NC_012920.1

Revised Cambridge 

Reference Sequence 

(rCRS)

NC_00
7605

hs37d5
ss

pseudo-autosomal 

regions are 

hard-marked on Y 

chromosome

Illumina 
MiSeq

Reporter 
+

BSO

hg19 hg19 NC_001807
(from build 36)

hg19 without 
unplaced/unlocaliz
ed contigs nor 
alternate loci

Ion Torrent hg19 hg19

NC_012920.1

Revised Cambridge 

Reference Sequence 

(rCRS)

hg19 without 
unplaced/unlocaliz
ed contigs nor 
alternate loci

GATK 
Bundle

GRCh37.

p2
b37 + decoy GL000211.1 GL000191.1

NC_012920.1

Revised Cambridge 

Reference Sequence 

(rCRS)

hs37d5
ss

"1" to "22", "X", 
"Y" and "MT"

Epstein-Barr
 virus

decoy
 sequencesmitochondria



Impact on data analysis

 ALT contigs : Mapping quality zero for reads mapped in the flanking sequences. 
Sensitivity of variant calling ↘↘
ALT-aware mapper



Multi-placed sequences : Pseudo-autosomal regions (PARs).

If placed on both chrX and chrY, standard pipeline not be able to call any variants in PARs. 

Solution = hard mask PARs on chrY.

Impact on data analysis



Impact on data analysis

 Not using the rCRS mitochondrial sequence (NC_012920.1) 

NC_001807 : wrong sequence length + 2 bp insertion

7 nucleotides as rare 
polymorphisms

+
11 corrected errors 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambridge_Reference_Sequence


Impact on data analysis

Decoy sequences = 

● sequences derived from HuRef, Human Bac and Fosmid clones and NA12878 

● known true human genome sequences which are not in the reference genome 

sequence.

 

- many reads will quickly find a very confident alignment in the decoy

- If absent, reads would otherwise map with low quality on the reference genome 

sequence

Mapping process speed  ↗↗
False positive calls ↘



Impact on data analysis

Comparing/Combining your own data with external files from collaborators



Part 2 - Gene Models

1. GeneModels : RefSeq, GENCODE

2. Comparison between the 2 gene models

3. We all live in a “NM_ world”

4. Which one to choose?



RefSeq Geneset

1. Widely used gene set produced by the NCBI,

2. Has significant manually annotated content, but much less than GENCODE (~45% of transcripts 

are listed as MODEL),

3. Transcripts are named as:

a. NM: Manually curated, protein-coding transcripts,

b. NR: Non-coding transcrips,

c. XM: Predicted protein-coding models.

4. ongoing curation by NCBI staff and collaborators, with reviewed records indicated

 

http://iobio.io/2016/03/21/gene-sets/
http://bmcgenomics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1471-2164-16-S8-S2


GENCODE Geneset

1. Goal : create reference gene annotations for the ENCODE project,

2. Comprehensive +++ (e.g. include pseudogenes, lncRNAs, short RNAs, 

protein-coding transcripts),

3. Extensive manual annotation by the HAVANA group, as well as 

computational annotation. 

4. ~ 93.4% of the annotations involve manual annotation

5. Under constant validation by many groups in the consortium.

6. Default annotation set used by the Ensembl project.

http://www.genome.gov/ENCODE
http://bmcgenomics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1471-2164-16-S8-S2
http://www.ensembl.org/


GENCODE vs RefSeq Genesets

RefSeq

Category GENCODE RefSeq

PURPOSE Enhancing and extending the annotation of all 

evidence-based gene features in the human genome 

at a high accuracy

Providing a comprehensive, integrated, non-redundant, 

well-annotated set of sequences (genomic, transcript and 

protein).

ANNOTATION
The process of 

finding and 

designating 

locations of 

individual genes 

and other 

features on raw 

DNA sequences

Primary transcriptomic data aligned to the 

reference genome to determine transcript 

structure and CDSs.

+

Manual annotation : use of datasets that capture TSS 

and transcript 3’ ends, epigenetic and transcription 

factor binding data as well as cross-species 

conservation

Well-supported and biologically valid transcripts reviewed 

by RefSeq curators at the NCBI.

RefSeq transcripts are annotated independently of the 

genome and based upon the mRNA sequence alone.

Curated transcripts aligned to the genome sequence and 

combined with additional computational models 

SEQUENCE GENCODE sequences always match the genome 

reference assembly.

RefSeq sequences don’t necessarily match the genome 

reference assembly. 

https://www.gencodegenes.org/about.html
https://www.gencodegenes.org/about.html
https://www.gencodegenes.org/about.html
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/about/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/about/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/about/


Impact of Gene Model on variant annotation

Larger source of difference between 

consequence predictions : Unique 

variants

Proportion of discordant calls :

Frankish et al. 2015

1KG WES+WGS data - GENCODE Comp vs RefSeq NXR

1KG WES+WGS data - GENCODE Basic vs RefSeq NXR

ESP WES data - GENCODE Comp vs RefSeq NXR

ESP WES data - GENCODE Comp vs RefSeq NXR

Dataset GENCODE 
Comprehensive vs 
RefSeq NXR

1000 Genomes 
(WGS + WES)

3.1 %

ESP (WES only) 1.7 %
■ CDS variants show high (>90%) concordance in all 

conditions

■ 'Other' variants show high discordance (up to 56%).

■ Approximately 30% of LoF variant calls are in 
conflict.



We all live in a “NM_ world”

From The Clinical Significance of Transcript Alignment Discrepancies presented by Reece Hart 
at Human Variome Project Meeting 2014, Paris

GENCODE 
Genset (ENST)

RefSeq Geneset 
(NM_)

Reference 
Genome 
GRCh37

Transcript equivalence :
 Which RefSeq and Ensembl 
transcripts are equivalent?

Do transcript and 
genome sequences 
agree?



https://blog.goldenhelix.com/using-the-grch38-reference-assembly-for-clinical-interpretation-in-vsclinical-webcast-qa/
https://blog.goldenhelix.com/refseq-genes-updated-to-ncbi-provided-alignments-and-why-you-care/

When transcript alignment discrepancies lead to discordant exon coordinates

We all live in a “NM_ world”

https://blog.goldenhelix.com/using-the-grch38-reference-assembly-for-clinical-interpretation-in-vsclinical-webcast-qa/
https://blog.goldenhelix.com/refseq-genes-updated-to-ncbi-provided-alignments-and-why-you-care/


https://blog.goldenhelix.com/refseq-genes-updated-to-ncbi-provided-alignments-and-why-you-care/

“gap” between the NM_006331 transcript’s RNA sequence and the human genomic sequence.

We all live in a “NM_ world”

https://blog.goldenhelix.com/refseq-genes-updated-to-ncbi-provided-alignments-and-why-you-care/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/?term=NM_006331


GENCODE

RefSeq

So which transcript set should we choose?

No Best Choice…

Dichotomy at the heart of variant annotation: 

Not an isolated case.

Available GENCODE and RefSeq transcripts for the KCNT1 gene

Novel transcription start site exons and novel internal exons not present in RefSeq.

Aim : capture of  a large set of 
plausible functional variants

Aim : clarity of interpretation thanks 
to minimum false positive rate



“When choosing an annotation database, researchers should keep in 

mind that no database is perfect and some gene annotations might be 

inaccurate or entirely wrong.”

Assessing the impact of human genome annotation choice on RNA-seq expression estimates. Wu  et al. 2013
BMC Bioinformatics. 2013;14(Suppl 11):S8. doi: 10.1186/1471-2105-14-S11-S8.



There is still hope...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vt75aOWjAgY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vt75aOWjAgY


CONCLUSION



Take home message : 

Reference Genome and Gene Model do impact your NGS Workflow 
!

Which Gene Model and 
reference genome were 
used to select targeted 
regions in your design ?

Which Gene Model was 
used to annotate your 
variants ?

Which reference 
genome was used to 
analyze your data?

Keep in mind : 

- transcript equivalence
- strength and weakness of both Reference Genome and Gene Model you rely on


